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Streamline SWF0219 Solvent Based Inks Technical Data Sheet 
 
Streamline SWF 0219 is a solvent based ink jet ink series developed for industrial super wide print presses. 
They combine bright strong colours with high quality and excellent reliability. 
 
PRODUCT RANGE:  Full details of the SWF0219 product range, a summary of the main properties and a list of 
compatible printers and printheads is the listed below.  

Products: 

Compatible printers: 

Vutek 1630,2360,2600,3200,3300,3360,5300,530 

Gand innovation Jeti 3312,3324,3316,3318 5000 & 5024  
HP/Scitex Grandjet, Pressjet,IdanitPlus solvent inkjet  
 
Presses using printheads: 

 
COMPATIBLE MEDIA:  Streamline inks are suitable for the range of media recommended for the machines listed 
above. These include back lit and front-lit vinyl, banners, blue back and wet strength papers and mesh. 
 

OUTDOOR EXPOSURE: Accelerated weathering tests indicate that Streamline inks have an expected outdoor life of 
up to 3 years**. Accelerated weathering tests simulate exposure in a middle European climate. It is essential to note 
that many arbitrary factors will affect the outdoor durability of all inks, ink deposit, media, climate and position etc. Further 
advice and guidance on the suitability of jet inks for prolonged outdoor use can be obtained from your local Sun Chemical 
branch. 
 

** For applications where the maximum lightfastness is not required, Streamline offer ‘limited light fastness’ Magenta 
and Yellow inks. These have an outdoor life of up to 18 months and are indicated by an “RP” suffix. 
 

FLUSHING SOLUTION:  Compatible Flushing solution SWFFS0139 is available for all the inks and machines listed 

above and should be used when it is felt essential to completely clean an ink from the printer. 
 

SHELF LIFE:  Streamline inks have a shelf life of 18 months from the date of manufacture. 
 

STORAGE:  Ideally Streamline inks should be stored at between 5-320C, out of direct sunlight. 
 

PACK SIZE:  5 Litre pack (DL03) 
 

SAFETY REGULATIONS: Detailed Health and Safety Data sheets can be provided by your local Sun Chemical branch.  

      
Although the information presented here is believed to be accurate, Sun Chemical makes no representation or warranty to the accuracy, completeness or reliability of the 
information. All recommendations and suggestions are made without guarantee, since the conditions of use are beyond our control.  Suitability for specific purposes or 
conditions of use should be determined by user by testing for suitability for intended purposes under particular conditions of use.  In no event shall Sun Chemical be liable 
for damages of any nature arising out of the use or reliance upon the information. Sun Chemical makes now representation or warranty with respect to the products, and 
disclaims all warranties, express or implied, including warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose. Sun Chemical expressly disclaims that the use of 
any products referenced herein, either alone or in combination with other materials, shall be free of rightful claim of any third party including a claim of infringement.   The 
observance of all legal regulations and patents is the responsibility of the user 
 
 

SAP 
CODE 

PRODUCT  

90847370 SWFPC0219:PROCESS CYAN:DL03 

90847360 SWFPM0219:PROCESS MAGENTA:DL03 

91461688 219RPM:219 RP MAGENTA:DL03 

90847401 SWFPY0219:PROCESS YELLOW:DL03 

91461689 219RPY:219 RP YELLOW:DL03 

90847397 SWFLK0219:LIGHT BLACK:DL03 

90847367 SWFPK0219:PROCESS BLACK:DL03 

90847393 SWFLC0219:LIGHT CYAN:DL03 

90847418 SWFLM0219:LIGHT MAGENTA:DL03 

90847396 SWFLY0219:LIGHT YELLOW:DL03 

90847415 SWFLK0139:LIGHT BLACK:DL03 

Spectra  Hitachi KM SEIKO XAAR 

Nova AAA  256 I KM512 SPT510 XJ126  

JA 256 256 II KM1024     

SL-128 Gold         

Starfire 1024         

Sun Chemical Ltd, Norton Hill, Midsomer Norton, Bath BA3 4RT Tel: +44 (0) 1761 414471 Fax: +44 (0) 1761 416609, www.sunchemical.com 


